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Programme

08.30 - 09.00 Registration
09.00 - 09.15 Welcome
09.15 - 09.45 Keynote
  The evolution of the EU case law in electronic communications in 2017
  Anthony Michael Collins | General Court, Luxembourg
09.45 - 11.15 SESSION I – PANEL I
  Principles applied in electronic communications law
  Moderator: Alexandre de Streel | University of Namur
  Panellists
  Marie Baker | High Court, Dublin
  Stéphane Hoynck | Council of State, Paris
  Rosa Perna | TAR Lazio, Rome
  Adam Scott | Competition Appeal Tribunal, London
  Ron Stam | Court of Appeal for Trade and Industry, The Hague
  Luminita Nicolae | European Commission, Brussels
11.15 - 11.45 Coffee break
11.45 - 13.15 SESSION I – PANEL II
  Market regulation: national developments
  Moderator: Adam Scott | Competition Appeal Tribunal, London
  Panellists
  Marc Bosmans | Court of Appeal, Brussels
Hans Peter Lehofer | Administrative Court, Vienna
Ewa Stefańska | Administrative Appeal Court, Warsaw
Gabriella Vella | Administrative Review Tribunal, Valletta
Reinald Krüger | European Commission, Brussels

13.15 - 14.30 Lunch

14.30 - 16.30 SESSION II
What can we expect to see in the new Electronic Communications Code?
Moderator: Pier Luigi Parcu | European University Institute
Selected topic concerning the Connectivity Package
Anthony Whelan | European Commission, Brussels
Dealing with collective dominance: the way forward
Alexandre de Streel | University of Namur
BEREC and NRAs’ role in making net neutrality implementation a success in Europe
Wolfgang Feiel | BEREC

16.30 - 17.00 Final remarks from the organisers
17.00 Farewell coffee and networking